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Enjoy the fresh new sounds of a Vickers System this
spring Imagine the pleasure of good music produced by a
totally matched Vicker's System. Never before has there
been a system like this.

The New Sony 7055 Receiver reaffirms Sony's leadership
in component performance. Designed for quietness and
sound perfection it will enhance any listening experience
quiet and clean as no other receiver can be. As Sony says,
their research makes the difference. A receiver this good
deserves a speaker with minimal limitations one that can
be heard anywhere and recognized as superior to anybody.

The FULL RANGE MICROSTATIC - a new low
efficiency design that has extended range and incredible
dispersion. It uses a tweeter array developed for
hemispherical point source type dispersion. You can hear a

complete stereo image from any position in the room. The
advantages of this are obvious, as is the superiority of the
FRM-V- s sound. Special magnets are used with a new
layered voice coil design that permits transient response
(reproduction of drums, for example, at which other
acoustic suspension speakers rarely even hint).

Of course, with components such as these you'll want
unerring precision in your turntable. The PE 3060 is

designed and manufactured with care and foresight. It not
only helps you hear your records, it helps you take care of
them. Arid protect the Shure M91ED Cartridge we've
selected for you.

So if you'd like to enjoy new sounds this spring, come to
Vicker's now for one of these incredible systems.

Amy O'Neal
Staff Writer

Change comes to everything, and UNC
politics had its share of changes this year.
Among the switches was that of the
Residence College Federation (RCF) to
the Residence Hall Association (RHA).

There were a number of problems
with RCF the way it was," 1971-197- 3

RCF Chairman Steve Saunders said.
"RCF had no real connection with those
dorms outside residence colleges. With
RHA's new constitution, we can present a
united force in requests for
undergraduate dorm improvements and
policies."

RCF was formed five' years ago in
order to provide some unity for
on-camp- us students. Coeducational
dorms had come to UNC, as well as the
idea of residence colleges, and some sort
of organization was needed to pull the
concepts together.

Under the leadership of Steve
Saunders, the organization worked this,
year to have a voice in room rent
increases, provide faster repair to dorms,
revise the academic calendar to include a '

break between January and spring break
and abolish , the sophomore housing
requirement.

Student opinion now has been
included in the administration's
opinion-gatherin- g. Added staff in the
Department of Residence Life has
provided more time for study of services
to dorms and some improvements. Some
promise has been made for a few free
days in February next year, and RHA will
probably again propose abolishing
sophomore housing.

Kate Whittington, RCF assistant,
continued to head the very successful
Women's Escort Service to guard against
female assault. The resident counseling
teams that were established in dorms to
help with student problems revamped
some of their services to provide more
effective help.

To of the longest policies in the
making were lounge-us- e and room
painting. Lounge-us-e became an issue last
year when problems arose with
off-camp- us groups using dorm facilites.
Concrete rules have now been established.

Saunders two year term will probably
be remembered most for the colorful
controversy over a room painting policy.
After two delay-fille- d years, Dean of
Student Affairs Donald Boulton
smoothed over the controversies and
students can now paint their dorm rooms.

With RHA approved by the student
body in the February elections, Janet
Stephens succeeded Saunders with the
title RHA Chairperson.

Stephens ran on a platform of
full-scal- e dorm visitation and
establishment of a new Uving-learnin- g

center, plus dorm courses where desired
elsewhere on . campus. RHA played a part
in the formation of the Henderson.
Residence College living-learnin- g center
for next year.

Attempts are continuing to provide
student input into budget allocations. A
request by Stephens to set up af

decision-makin- g board of directors to sit
with Boulton in policy making was
denied on April 19.

Stephens plans a year of changes,
changes that the students want. With the
appointment of a new director of
Residence Life, the way will hopefully be
cleared for more open communication
between students and administration.
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